Greg Hannon has been named the 2005 recipient of the AACR Award for Outstanding Achievement in Cancer Research, which is given annually to recognize a young investigator on the basis of meritorious achievement in cancer research. Greg is building upon his studies of RNA interference (RNAi) to create powerful tools for probing gene function in mammals. Working with Steve Elledge at Harvard University, Greg has created collections of RNAi triggers that can silence each gene in the human and mouse genomes. These are being made widely available to researchers in both academia and industry, and Greg and his colleagues are using these tools to identify new molecular targets for cancer therapy.
Life Sciences Research Foundation
Derek Goto, a post-doctoral fellow in Rob Martienssen's laboratory, was one of 50 finalists (among 650 applicants) awarded a three-year Post-Doctoral Fellowship from the Life Sciences Research Foundation. Derek will apply this funding to his studies of how genes in specific regions of a chromosomes are either kept silent, or are instead maintained in an active state. In the belief that innovation and discovery occur in direct proportion to quality of training, the Life Sciences Research Foundation administers an international program of postdoctoral fellowships in all areas of the life sciences.
Society for Neuroscience
CSHL neuroscientist Karel Svoboda was the 2004 recipient of the Society for Neuroscience Young Investigator Award. By studying the molecular and cellular basis of how new connections between neurons are formed and strengthened in the brain, and how other connections are severed or "pruned" as part of the normal brain development, Karel and his colleagues continue to pioneer the exploration of several fundamental neurological processes, many of which have implications for understanding what goes wrong during diseases of, or injury to, the brain. The prize is awarded each year to an outstanding neuroscientist who has received an advanced professional degree within the past 10 years.
Thomson-ISI Essential Science Indicators
A recent publication in Nature Structural Biology by Leemor Joshua-Tor and her colleagues ("The crystal structure of the Argonaute2 PAZ domain reveals an RNA binding motif in RNAi effector complexes") has been selected as a "New Hot Paper" by ISI Essential Science Indicators. New Hot Papers are identified by virtue of their being cited more frequently than 99.9% of all other studies in the numerous journals surveyed. According to ISI Essential Science Indicators, New Hot Papers serve as leading indicators of scientific advance and may signal important new trends in research.
European Molecular Biology Organization (EMBO)
Frances Balkwill, author of illustrated children's books published by the Cold Spring Harbor Laboratory Press, is the 2004 winner of the EMBO Award for Communication in the Life Sciences for her "outstanding contribution to science communication for children." Frances has authored 12 acclaimed children's science books and has commissioned and edited many more. Balkwill's books combine punchy narratives with colorful graphics that take readers on a journey of discovery through the wonders of biology. The EMBO Award for Communication is presented annually to a practicing life scientist in Europe who has made significant contributions to the public understanding of science.
American Library Association
The CSHL Press book, George Beadle, An Uncommon Farmer: The Emergence of Genetics in the 20th Century, by Paul Berg and Maxine Singer was selected by the American Library Association for inclusion in its "Outstanding Academic Titles" (OAT) list for 2004. Outstanding Academic Titles are chosen from among more than 7,000 books reviewed "for their excellence in scholarship and presentation, the significance of their contribution to the field, and their value as importantoften the first-treatment of their subject." Comprising less than three percent of the 23,000+ titles submitted, the American Library Association judges its Outstanding Academic Titles to be "the best of the best." Lisa M. Becker
